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EPICUREAN DELIGHTS IN A
WET WELSH WILDERNESS:

HASHING AT ITS BEST
Grand Master :

Popeye
(Peter Cave)

07982 278467(m)
01483 285189(h)

Joint Masters:
Spingo

(Angela Steers)
   01737 247579(h)

Terminator
(Gill Jones)

020 8394 2327(h)
Religious Advisor :

Clutching Hand
(Peter Atkins

01932 863093 (h)
07922 111 004(m)

Clutcher’s Mate :
G & T

(Diana George)
01372 373 856(h)

Hash Cash :
Hans der Schwanz
(Jerry Partington)

01483 723 746 (h)
Trail Masters:

Atalanta
(Karen Peek)

 07810 553755(m)
and

Bonn Bugle
(Jo Avey)

07718 903493 (m)
DapperHasherie:

SBJ
(Fran Ridout)

07793 462919(m)
Biermeister:

J Arthur (Thomas)
01483  224491 (h)

Joint-Secs :
FRB

(Peter Hughes)
01932 886747(h)

and
Tequil’ over

(Richard Piercy)
07730 202263 (m)

onsec@surreyh3.org
 www.surreyh3.org                              

44 hours there, of which we spent
2.75  running; a mere 1/16th. And
yet how those hours colour the
rest! Eating, drinking, chatting,
joking, singing and dancing, all take
their special quality from the trails.
Hashing is solving checks; when I
can no longer even help with the
solutions (back-up is important!) I
shall leave the hash. Yet this
weekend illustrated how much the
non-runners contribute to our well-
being: the charm, warmth and
friendliness they bring to such
events are all-important.

There were 40 or so of us in
Sennybridge (the numbers kept
fluctuating) of whom about a dozen
do not or cannot run, half of these
non-Surrey members of Ski Hash; I
hereby pay tribute to how much

they added to our pleasure.
Meanwhile two of those

present from Ski Hash, Klingon
and Klingoff, who became
Duckie, made a great impression
as first-class front runners and
powerful hash persomalities. We
also welcomed two new partners,
Knead who is an experienced
hasher and Vernon, now Lippy,
who was not. (You will infer that
we had naming ceremonies...)

Describing the trails can be
postponed: time to say thank-
you to MFI and Sick Note, whose
calm cheerful and good-humoured
hospitality ensured everyone’s
happiness. Thanks also to Clever
Trevor and Terminator whose
spectacular Boeuf Bourguignon
on the Saturday made such an

impression; Sick Note showed up
as a Rock Chick, at once leaving
our other girls feeling under-
dressed.....

For the record, the meal on the
Friday was a whole wild salmon
and an excellent ham. Lunch on
Saturday was served by a pub,
and on Sunday Leeky laid on a
barbecue at his own historic place
near Libanus. (The actual cooking
was by Mad Donna and Cool Box
while we held the Circle)

And now Sir Ray. He went up
days early and spent hours in the
rain refining and improving his
trails (yes, folks, there is rain
rather often in the weather of wet
wild Welsh woods, though for
this weekend we had a dry and

sunny Sunday).
The Saturday trail was at the

Usk Reservoir, and by way of
showing us to be washed up and
on the beach he took us a long
way on the foreshore, very rocky
and slippery (a good excuse for
not running) and then all the way
back on a forest path parallel to
the out trail. Despite the damp we
got admirably scenic views of the
reservoir; but this was one of
those trails where the experience
of each hasher was different, since
we were split into 5 or 6 groups.
One of these was led by Teq and
Blue Suit, reluctant to go tamely
back to the trail from a back-
check, but unable to find how to
join the rest of us, though we
were clearly visible. (Just think, a
stream in spate which defeated

T.O.!)
Well, the trail was so

convoluted, with so many loops
and links, that we all kept
bumping into each other, and also
into Max and Greenpeace,
looming into view out of the
drizzle. Standing in as GM that
afternoon, at Popeye’s invitation,
made my mouth embarrassingly
obvious, which allowed
Tequil’Over to ask who was in
charge of Lost Property so as to
find FRB’s missing teeth.

(Back to normal soon, I
hope....)

The Sunday trail was A to B,
which meant Assembly to
Barbecue. Somehow Popeye
managed to find us at the end
despite his usual trick of running
off entirely on his own. The trail

took longer than Sir Ray intended
because the last check had a
solution too far and too subtle for a
tiring pack to solve; this is where I
must acknowledge Atalanta’s
heroic checking, an enormous
distance in completely the wrong
direction, as well as Mad Donna’s
success in eventually solving it.

We began with a breathtaking 360
degree view from a hilltop of the
entire area, including of course the
Beacons themselves (at times we
had the feeling that we would be
asked to run up there before
arriving....) The trail took us to the
Visitor Centre; we had learned by
then that Sir Ray would never take
us on blacktop if he could avoid it,
which gave a very good clue to the
solution of the check, the first of
Klingoff’s (all right, Duckie’s)
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Plumpton College sits on the B2116 midway between the
A273 and the A275. Its address is Ditchling Road, Plumpton,
East Sussex BN7 3AE, and you’ll find its website at
www.plumpton.ac.uk - choose Directions and see a
schematic of the local region.
£5 for visitors who wish to drink and take part in the activities.

1847 05-Sep Mrs G & G&T

1848 12-Sep Spingo Talk Like a Pirate

1849 19-Sep Atalanta

1850 26-Sep Jnt Berks, NH4 Windsor

1851 3-Oct Mother Brown

1852 10-Oct Strumpet &
Hornblower

1853 17-Oct Spingo Vineyard Hash

Run 1846

Date 29-Aug-2010

Hare East Grinstead

Venue Plumpton College

On-On Ibid

Scribe

Postcode BN7 3AE

 OS TQ 371135

numerous contributions to our progress. Then steadily west - there
are advantages to the hare in laying A to B runs, with no constraints
to get the pack back to where they started - and eventually south
and back east to our destination.

The Knitting Circle were led in shortly after our arrival by Sick
Note, all in high spirits; GandTea commented appreciatively that
the dips had been prepared by a Foodie. It was lovely to have
Arfur back as RA; I was awarded a down down for tumbling my
wife out of a car, so that she had been been unable to make it to
Wales. (Reassure yourselves, she had a very happy weekend with
French friends in   Shifnal, near Ironbridge, and is well on the road
to recovery.)

Then Sir Ray, before he got his own drink, baptised the
newcomers, Duckie and Lippy, which he does with tremendous
gusto; I shall remember Hare Eater lovingly laving Lippy after he
acquired all that flour.....

I should have mentioned Blue Suit as the RA on the Saturday, and

Tequil’Over both as the other Sunday RA and as providing the
dance-music after the dinner on Saturday, but I must conclude
this rambling account by saying again how much we appreciated
everything MFI, Sick Note, and Sir Ray had done for us.

FRB

(and tidy up by Teq)


